
MREAP PSG – Minutes 

Date: 02/04/2014 

Location: Malawi Polytechnic Boardroom Blantyre 

Attendees:  

Frederick Munthali (NCST), Chrispin Gogoda (Mzuni), Magnus Currie (University of Strathclyde), 

Blessings Mbendera (CEDP/CEM), Edgar K Bayani (CEM), Sithembile Tembo (CEDP/CEM), Kelvin 

Tembo (MREAP), Salule Masanwi (WASHTED), Peter Dauenhauer (University of Strathclyde), Martina 

Kunert (RENAMA), Mavuto Banda (CEDP/CEM), Joseph Kalowekama (DDE), Catherine Currie - Skype 

(IOD Parc), Yamungu Botha, Moffat? 

Apologies:  SGURR Energy 

Kelvin Tembo  Welcomes the meeting with a brief overview of MREAP 

Peter Dauenhauer Discussion of successes of MREAP 

- Sustainability the main issue for projects 

- Learning needs to be more systematic in it’s approach 

- Key accomplishments are discussed 

Georgy Davis  Discussion of project applications 

- 104 projects, 12 CBOs involved 

- Village Development Committees (VDC) may be better approach than 

using CBOs 

- Planning more holistic developments through VDC 

Martina Kunert  Is Energy policy development included? 

Peter Dauenhauer There is clearly need for more discussion on this. 

Chrispin Gogoda Mzuzu Mchinji Biogas Update 

- Aimed at improving cooking and reducing deforestation 

- TCRET and DOES, £30000 funding 

- Enhance utilisation of sustainable bio energy 

- Utilising HEFA International cattle for biogas production 

- Vision workshops have been held 

- Needs to have blessing of local people in order to be successful 

- Digester layout important otherwise land ownership issues can arise 

- Best practice to involve all parties from the start 

Training 

- A trainer is based at Mzuzu 



- Local builder interviewed and 9 identified for training 

- 90% of digesters complete, 70% plumbed 

- 9 builders and 1 plumber under training 

- Delays have occurred in funding/procurement/as a result of funerals/as 

a result of poor materials and as a result of rainfall (which has flooded 

several incomplete sites) 

Strengths 

- Funds have been fully used 

- Training of local people for benefit of all 

- Progress in general has been good 

- Reduction of fuelwood of 50% per household expected 

- Health benefits through less emissions 

- Less time wasted fetching wood/more productive time 

Future 

- Feeding begins 10th April 

- 1-2 weeks to fill digester 

- Gas production expected mid-may 

- Follow up program will occur in Mchinji 

- Digesters are 2cubic metres for households and 3cubic metres at orphan 

centre. 

Salule Masangwi There are general procurement problems in public institutions 

Georgy Davis  What feedstock is used? 

Chrispin Gogoda Cow dung – 7 cows needed for each digester 

Moffat Kayembe MuREA Update 

- Working with GIZ and ProBEC 

- Cookstoves – both household portable and fixed institutional 

- 19 clay stoves production groups 

- Providing services on fixed sites in institutional 

- Stoves produced under SRCF carbon fund 

- UNDP solar support in youth business centres 

- New 80kw micro hydro under developments 

- EU/OFID/Malawi Gov./Scotish Gov support 

- Using Malawi Energy Toolkit 

- MEGA looking to take over micro hydro plants for social benefit 

- Improvement of livelihoods of local people 

- Technical and financial partnerships 

- Communities general receptive 

- Big rewards but large capital outlay 

- Micro business comes with energy 



- Community contributions vital for buy in 

Future 

- Strengthen MuREA 

- Expand to other areas 

- Looking into wind turbines 

- More cookstoves 

- Strengthen capacity and services of MEGA 

Chrispin Gogoda How will payments work and what are the tarrifs? 

Moffat   Competitive tender for meters – still working with MERA 

Martina Kunert  What is the cost per household? 

Moffat   Figure not yet known… 

Kelvin Tembo  WASHTED Update 

- Communities have been enthusiastic 

- Everyone has been involved in some communities 

- It is important to choose well defined sites for projects 

- There have been some unforeseen circumstances such as the railway 

construction. 

- Village Chiefs have been more powerful in some cases than energy 

committees 

- There needs to be defined exit strategies 

- Generally funds generated by the community have been inadequate 

- DHO and DEM offices need sense of ownership over projects 

- Teacher/health person to collect money might be way forward 

- Auditing of resources by DEM/DHO 

- Opening a bank account with EC chair/head/doctor/traditional leader as 

signatory 

Procurement of PV 

- Checking needed to avoid substandard equipment 

- Checking needed before purchase 

- Malfunctions occurring due to poor specifications 

- One week quotations a problem due to currency fluctuations 

- PV prices very sensitive 

- Bureaucratic process to get panels 

Challenges 

- Weather hot/wet 

- Lack of transport to do work on time 



Peter   DHO/DEM engagement –overall vision and timeline? 

Kelvin   1. Expertise in finance 

   2. DHO/DEM can provide support for solar PV 

   3. Can assist in skills and training 

Edgar   Streamlining is needed of energy into health/education/agriculture policies. 

Salule   Again reiterates problems with all institutions 

Joseph Maintenance is not being funded – they have tried projects where 90% of 

money is used for system and 10% left for maintenance. 

Sithembile There is a need to get rid of donations and to get a better entry point to get 

better community buy in and responsibility. 

Catherine (Skype) How are we going to gather evidence to report back to SG? 

- Sheelagh looking into initial findings  

- Not much can be done on a household level 

- Most donors would expect a baseline 

- What are realistic indicators? (to DO’s) 

- Focus needs to be on institutional indicators where there may be 

evidence of change such as pass rates/enrolment 

- A short learning piece needs to be produced 

Moffat   What indicators can we use? 

Catherine  - Institutional retention/pass rates/enrolment etc 

Kelvin   RECBP Workplans 

- 13 MPhils engaged 

- Taking a number of technical and non technical modules 

- 60 credits required 

- Reef has MK16 million grant 

- On track despite challenges 

- Ideas are being generated 

- Visit communities and find gaps in knowledge/renewables 

Peter   How can MREAP support RECBP? 

Kelvin   Get in touch with NGOs 

- Mphils free to engage 

- Access to resources /data needed 

Moffat   Wants more MPhils/PhDs not through MREAP 



Peter   Raises how to keep REEF going and what value does it give? 

Peter   What areas are priority for research? 

Joseph The government is producing a list with research priorities to be published 

soon. 

Frederick List published soon and covers a wide range of areas as well as energy. 

Yamungu Concern Universal Update 

- National cookstoves taskforce 

- 310 villages targeted plus 100 new villages 

- 15 store production groups 

- 33 stove promoters 

- 7425 stoves adopted v 5000 planned 

- Lack of monitoring due to staff movements 

- Stove sales now market driven 

Enhanced biomass availability 

- 8 GVHs / 8VFA 

- Seeking alternative support 

- Visits to sites needed for learning 

Solar PV in 5 primary schools 

- 5142 students 

- 24 teachers 

- Better pass rates recorded 

- Schools attracting students from further afield 

- Junior primary now a full primary 

- Community needs now overstretching power supply 

- Mini powerhouses provided 

- 3 schools provided separate access points to avoid disruption to classes 

- There has been exchange rate issues 

Future 

- Broken System Support 

- Finalisation of mini powerhouses 

- Training of local artisans as repairmen 

- Continued mentorship 

- Evidence based engagement of district level policy holders 

Mavuto   How are beneficiaries calculated? 

   Standardisation is needed on this point.. 

Mavuto   CEDP Update 



- Learning journeys discussed 

- 12 learning projects 

- MK30000 towards project 

- Installation end of May 2014 

Key Learning outcomes 

1. CBO as entry point needs reviewed 

2. Mainstreaming of energy in policies 

3. Partners roles and responsibilities need defined 

4. Projects shouldn’t be linked to extension of MREAP 

5. There is demand for wide range of cookstoves 

6. Peer to peer learning is needed 

Peter   Streamlining of energy projects seems to be a big issue 

   What engagements are they open to? 

Joseph   Challenge is we don’t have energy officers in all districts. 

Edgar   Consolidation of Practical Support 

- Broken system support 

- Community energy plans 

- Consolidation of CEM 

- Business plan 

- Find new funders for 2015 

Key Milestones 

- Broken system support 

- Community energy plans 

- Sustainability support and M+L 

- Beneficiaries communities and district councils. 

Martina Kunert  Kiosk Update 

- Managers are being replaced as and when 

- Educated staff leave more regularly therefore new staff who are less 

educated are targeted 

- Kiosk technology still not mature 

- 30 -50% of small batteries faulty 

- New batteries have now been delivered 

- Francis (intern) working on the kiosks 

- Stand alone system aimed at business are not selling well 

- These should form bulk of revenue… 

- There is a need to identify customers before ordering systems to avoid 

systems sitting unused for long periods 

- Large deposits for customers can be a challenge 



Georgy    Is visiting sites necessary? 

Martina   - transport costs are being covered using reserve funds 

- Kiosk managers now have email/skype capability 

Georgy   What is the follow up time? 

Martina   Depends on the technology 

Martina   CONREMA.org 

- Currently working on voluntarily 

- Need funding 

MBUALA 

- Irish support ends in June 

- 180 participants over 3 meetings 

- Grass roots level 

- Wind map (10m) available 

Frederick  WEPP1 complete 

   WEPP2 partly done 

   WEPP2 national constraints mapping 

- Site specific constraints 

- 1km square for 5-6 turbines (small turbines) 

- Mzimba and Rumphi highest ranked 

- Forest sites disqualified 

- Logistic problems in clearing masts through customs 

- Land needs hired 

Observations 

- Need good practices 

- World bank cooperation 

- Engage wind energy developers 

- Identify limiting features 

- Reuse of masts at other sites 

- Capacity building needed 

Georgy   Community consultation necessary 

Frederick  -  Safety concerns 

- EIA needed for large developments 

- Sites possible through out country 



Kelvin   Closes Meeting 
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